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In most contemporary educatiOnal situations where children come into contact
with computers the computer is used to
put children through their paces, to provide exercises of an appropriate level of
difficulty, to pro vide feedback, a nd to
dispense informatio n. The computer programming the child. In the LOGO envi·
ronment the relationship is reversed : The
c hild is in control: The child programs
the computer. And in teaching the computer how to think , children embark o n
an exploration about how they the mselves think . Thinking about thinking
turns the child into an epistemologist, an
experience not even shared by most
adults.
After five yean of study with lean
Piaget in Geneva,! came away impres.~d
by his way of looking at childre n as the
active builden of their own intellectual
structures. To say that intellectual structu res are built by the Ieamer rather than
ta ught by a teacher does not mean that
they arc built from no thing. Uke ot her
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builden, children appropriate to their
o wn use materials they find about them,
most saliently the models and metaphon
suggested by the surroundin g culture.
Piaget writes about the order in which

Many children are
held back in their
learning because they
have a model of
learning in which you
have either
"got It" or "got it wrong."
But when you learn to
program a computer
you almost never get it
right the first time.

the child develops different intellectual
abilities, I gi"e mo re weight than he does
to the inOuence of the materials a certain
c ulture provides in de termining that
o rder. For example, our culture is very
rich in materials useful for the chikt's
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construction of certain components of
numerical and logical thinking. Children
learn to count ; they learn that the result
of counting is independent of o rder and
special arrangement; they extend this
HconseNation" to thinking about the
propcnies of liquids as they are poured
and of solids which change their shape.
Child~n den lop these components of
thinking p~consciously and "spontaneously ." that is to say without delibe rate teaching. Other components of
knowledge, such as the skills involved in
doi ng pcnnutations and combinations,
develop more slowly, or do not develop
at a ll without fonnal schooling.
The computer presence might have
more fundamental effects than did o ther
new technologies, including television
a nd even printing. The metaphor of com·
puler u a mathematics speaking entity
puts the Ieamer in a qualitatively new
kind o f relationship to an imponant
domain of knowledge. Even the best of
educational television is limited to offer·
ing quantitative improvements in the
kinds of learning that existed without it.
Sesame S l~ct might o rfer better and
more engaging explanations than a chikl
can get from some parents o r nursery
school teac hers, but the child is still in
the bl5iness of listening to explanations.
By contrast, when a child learns to program, the proceM of learning is trans·
fo nned. It becomes more active and self
di~cted. The knowledge is acquired for
CREA liVE COMPUTING
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a recognizab1e personal purpose. The
child does something with it. The new
know1edge is a source of power and is
nperienced as 5uch from the moment it
begins to form in the child's mind.
I have spoken of mathematics being
learned in a new way. But much more is
affected than mathematics. Piaget distin·
guishes between "concrete.. thinking and
"formal" thinking. Concrete thinking is
already well on its way by the time the
child enters first grade at age 6 and is
consolidated in the foUowing several
years. Formal thinking does not develop
until the child ili almo.st 12. give or take a
year or two, and some researchers have
even suggested that many people never
achieve fully formal thinking. I do not
fully accept Piagct's distinction, but I am
sure that it is dose enough to reality to
help us make sense of the idea that the
conscqucncc5 for intellectual development of one innovation could be qualita·
tivcly greater than the cumulative quan·
titativc effects of a thousand others. My
conjecture is that the computer can con·
crctizc (and personalize) the formal. Seen
in this light , it is not just another powerful
educational tool. It is unique in providing
us with the means for addressing what
Piagct and many others sec a.s the obstacle which is overcome in the passage
from child to adult thinking. I believe
that it can allow us to shirt the boundary
separating concrete and formal. Know·
ledge that wa.s accessible only through
formal processes can now be approached
concretely. And the real magic comes
from the fact that thi5 knowledge in·
eludes those clements one needs to be·
come a formal thinker.
This description of the role of the com·
puler is rather ablltract. I shall concretize
it by looking at the effect of working with
computers on two kinds of thinking
Piaget associates with the formal stage of
intellectual development: combinatorial
thinking, where one has to reason in
terms of the set of all possible states of a
system, and sell referential thinking
about thinking itself.
In a typical experiment in com·
binatorial thinking, children arc asked to
form all the possible combinations (or
"families..) of beads of assorted colors. It
really is quite remarkable that most
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cunstructing and Cle<:Uting a program, a
very common son of program, in which
two loops arc nested: Fi1 a first color and
run through all possible second colon,
then repeat until all possible first colors
have been run through. For !Qmcone
who is thoroughly used to computers and
programming there is nothing "formal"
or abstract about this task. For a child in
a computer culture it would be as con·

Our culture Is
relatively poor in
models of systematic
procedures.
crete a.s matching up knives and forks at
the dinner table. Even the common "bug"
of including some families twice (for
Cl am~c . red-blue and bluc~cd) would be
well known. Our culture is rich in pain,
couples, and one to one correspondences
of all sorts, and it is rich in language for
talking about such things. This richness
provides both the incentive and a supply
of models and tools for children to buikl
ways to think about such issues as
whether three large pieces of candy are
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the fifth or siuh grades. Why should this
be? Why does the task seem to be so
much more difficult than the intellectual
feats accomplished by seven and eight
year old children? Is its logical structure
essentially more comple1?Can it possibly require a ncurok>gical mechanism that
does not mature until the approach of
puberty? I think that a more likely c1·
planation is provided by looking at the
nature of the culture. The task of making
the families ol beads can be look~d at as
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more or lc~ than four ~ mailer pic~c~ . Fv1
such problems our children acquire an
excellent intuitive sense of quantity. But
our culture is relatively poor in models of
systematic procedures. Until recently
there was not even a name in popular
language lOT programming, let alone for
the ideas needed to do so successfully.
There is no word for "nested loops" and
no word for the double counting bug.
Indeed, there arc no words fo r the powerful ideas computcri5ts refer to as "bug ..
and "debugging."
Without the incentive or the materials
to build powerful. concrete ways to think
about problems involving systcmaticity.
children arc forced to approach such
problems, in a groping, ab!ltract fashi on.
Thus culturul factors can caplain the dif·
fcrence in age at which children build
their intuitive knowledge of quantity a nd
ofsystcmaticity.
While still working in Geneva 1 had
become sensitive to the way in which
materials from the then very young com·
putcr cultures were allowing psycho!·
ogists to develop new ways to think about
thinking. In fact , my entry into the world
of computers was motivated largely by
the idea that children could also benefit,
perhaps even more than the psychologist.
from the way in which computer models
seemed to be able to give concrete form
to areas of knowledge that had pre·
viously appeared so intangible and
abstract.
I began to sec how children who had
learned to program computers could use
very concrete computer models to think
about thinking and to learn about learn·
ing and in doing so, enhance their powers
as psychokJgists and as epistemologists.
For eaamplc, many children are held
back in their learning becau.\C they have
a model of learning in which you have
either "got it" or "got it wrong ... But when
you learn to program a computer you
almost never get it right the first time.
Learning to be a master programmer is
learning to become highly skilled at isolating and correcting "bugs," the parts
that keep the program from working.
The question to ask about the program is
not whether it is right or wrong, but if it is
fiaablc. If this way of looking at intclkc·
tual products were generalized to how
the larger culture thinks about know·
ledge and il'li acquisition, we might all be
less intimidated by our fears of "being
wrong." This potential influence of the
computer on changing our notion of a
black and white vcrs.ion of our sue<:esses
and failu res is an eaamplc of using the
computer as an "object to think with. " It
is obviously not necessary to work with
computers in order to acquire good strat·
c:gics for learning. Surely "debugging ..
!itratcgics were developed by successful
learners long before computers caisted.
But thinking about lc:arning by analogy
CREATIVE COMPUTING
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with developing a program is a powerful
and accessible way to get s tarted o n becoming more articulate about one's debugging strategies and more deliberate
about improvini! them.
My discussion of a computer culture
and its impact on thinking presupposes a
massive penetratK>n or powerful computers into people's lives. That this will happen there can be no doubt. The calculator, the electronic game, and the digital
watch were brought to us by a technical
revolution that rapidly lowered prices for
electronics in a period when all o thers
were rising with innation. That same
tcchn~ical revolution, brought about
by the intej!rated circuit, is now bringing
us the personal computer,
ThCTe really is no disagreement among
c.lpcrts that the cost of computers will
fall to a level where the y will enter everyday life in vast numbers. Some will be
there as computers proper, that is to say,
programmable machines. Others might
appear as games of ever increasing complexity and in automated supermarkets
where the shelves, maybe even the cans,
will talk. There is no doubt that the
material surface of life will become very
different for everyo ne, perhaps most of
all for chikfren. But there has been a
~gnificant difference of opinion about
the effects this computer presence will
produce. I would distinguish my thinking

from two ucnds of thmktng wh1..:h I rder
to here as the *skeptical" and the ..crit·
teal."
Skeptics do not C-'pect the computer
presence to make much difference in
how people learn and think. I have formulated a number of possible elpanations
for why they think as they do. In some
cases I think the skeptics might conceive
of education and the effect of computcn

Knowledge that was
accessible only through
formal process can now
be approached
concretely.
on it too narrowly . Instead of considering
general cultural effects, they focus allen·
tion on the use of the computer as a
device for programmed instruction.
Skeptics then conclude that while the
computer might pnxluce some improve·
ments in school learning, il is not likely to
lead to fundame ntal chanj!e. In a sense,
too, I think the skeptical view derives
from a failure to appreciate just how
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mu.:h Ptag..:uan lcarnmg talo.c~ place n a
c hild grows up. ff a person conceives of
c hildren's intellectual development (or,
fo r that matter, moral or social developme nt) as deriving chieny from deliberate
ccaching, then such a person wo ukt be
likely to underestimate the potential
effect that a massive presence of compu·
ters and other interactive objects might
have on children.
The critics, on the other hand, do think
that the computer presence will make a
difference and are apprehensive. For
example, they fear that more communication via computers might lead to
less human association and result in
social fragmentation. As knowing how to
use a computer becomes increasingly
necessary to effective social and
economic participation, the position of
the underprivileged could worsen, and
the computer could exacerbate existing
cla:~s distinctions. As to the political
effect compucen will have, the critics'
concerns resonate with Orwellian images
o f a 1984 where home computcl1i will
form pan of a complex system of surveillance and thought control. Critics also
draw attention to potential mcntwl health
hauuds of computer penetration. Some
of these h11zards are magnified fo rms of
problems already worrying many observers of contemporary life; others are
problems of an essentially new kind. A
typical example or the former kind is that
o ur grave igno rance of the psychological
impact of television becomes even more
serious when we contemplate an epoch
of super TV. The ho lding power and psychological impe.ct of the television show
could be increased hy varying the con·
tent to suit the tastes or each individual
viewer, and by the show becoming interactive, drawing lhc viewer into the
action. Critics already cite cases of students spending sleepless nights riveted to
the computer terminal, coming to neglect
both studies and social contact.
In the category of new problems,
critics have pointed to the influence or
the allegedly mechanized thought processes on how people think . Marshall
Macluhan's dictum that "the medium is
the message" might apply here: If the
medium is an interactive system that
takes in wo rds .nd speaks back like a
person, it is easy to get the message that
machines arc like people and that people
are like machines. What this might do to
the development of values and self image
in growing children is ha rd to assess. But
it is not hard to see reasons for worry.
Despite these concerns I am essentially
o ptimistic -some might say utopianabout the eUects of computers on
society. I do not dismiss the arj!uments or
the critics. On the contrary, 1 too sec the
computer presence as a potent influence
on the human mind. I am very much
aware or the holding power of an inter·
CREATIVE COMPUTING

active compUier and of how taking the
computer as a model can innuen«: the
way we think about ourselves. In fact the
work on LOGO to which I have devoted
much of the past ten years consists pre·
cisely of developing such forces in po5oitive direction.~. FOI" example, the critic is
horrified at the thought of a child hyponotically held by a futuristic. computerized super pinball machine. In the LOGO
work we have invented versions of such
machines in which powerful ideas from
physics or mathematics 01" linguistics are
imbedded in such a way that permits the
player to learn them in a natural fashion,
analogous to how a child !cams to speak.
The computer's "holding power," so
feared by critics, becomes a useful educational tool. Or take another, more profound example. The critic is afraid that
children will adopt the computer as
model and eventually come to Mthink
mechanically" themselves. Following the
opposite tack, 1 have invented ways to
take educational advantage of the
opportunities to master the an of
ckliberately thinking like a computer, accOrding, for example, to the stereotype of
a computer program that proceeds in a
step-by-step, literal, mechanical fashion.
There are situations where this style of
thinking is appropriate and useful. Some
children's difficulties in learning formal
subjects such as grammar or mathematics
derive from their inability to see the point
of such a style.
A second educational advantage is indirect but ultimately more important. By
deliberately learning to imitate mechanical thinking, the Ieamer becontcs able to
articulate what mechanical thinking is
and what it is not. The exercise can lead
to greater confidence about the ability to
choose a cognitive style that suits the
problem. Analysis of "mechanical think·
ing" and how it is different from other
kinds and practice with problem analysis
can result in a new degree of intellectual
sophistication. By providing a very concrete, down to earth model of a particular style of thinking work with the computer can make it easier to understand
that there is such a thing as a Mstylc of
thinking." And giving children the opportunity to choose one style or another provides an opportunity to develop the skill
necc55ary to choose between styles. Thus
instead of inducing mechanical thinking,
contact with computers could tum out to
be the best conceivable antidote to it.
And for me what is most important in this
is that through these experiences these
children would be serving their apprenticeship as epistemologists, that is to say
learning to think articulately about thinking.
The intellectual environments offered
to children by today's cultures arc poor in
opportunities to bring their thinking
about thinking into the open, to !cam to
MARCH 1981
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talk about it and test their ideas by
externalizing them. Access to computers
can dramatically change this situation.
Even the simplest Turtle wOI"k can open
new opportunities for sharpening one's
thinking about thinking: Programming
the Turtle begins by making one renee!

In teaching
the computer how to
think, children embark
on an exploration
about how they
themselves think.
on how one does oneself what one would
like the Turtle to do. Thus teaching the
Turtle to act or to "think" can lead one to
renect on one's own actions and thinking.
And as children move on, they program
the computer to make more complex
decisions and find themselves engaged in
renecting on more complex aspects of
their own thinking.
In short, while the critic and I share the
belief that working with computers can
87

have a powerful innuencc on how people
think, I have turned my attention to exploring how this innuence could be
turned in po5oitive directions.
The central open questions about the
effect of computers on children in the
1980s are these: Which people will be
attracted to the world of computers,
what talents will they bring, and what
tastes and ideologies will they impose on
the growing computer culture? I have
observed children in LOGO environments engaged in self-referential discussions about their own thinking. This
could happen because the LOGO language and the Turtle were designed by
people who enjoy such discussion and
worked hard to design a medium that
would encourage it. Or.her dCl5igners of
computer systems have different tastes
and different ideas about what kinds of
activities are suitable for children. Which
design will prevail, and in what subculture, will not be decided by a simple
bureaucratic decision made, for example,
in a government Department of Education or by a committee of experts. Trends
in computer style will emerge from a
Co mplex web of decisions by foundations
with resources to support one or another
design, by corporations who may sec a
market, by schools, by individuals who
decide to make their career in the new

~~· euu....... contl,.,.;t ...
field of activity. and by children who wtll
h11vc their own say in what they pick up
11nd what they make of it. Peopk often
ask whether in the future children will
program computers or become absorbed
in prc·programmed activities. The
answer must be that some children will
do the one. some the other , some both,
and some neither. But which children,
and most importantly, which social
classes of children, will fall into each cat·
egory will be influenced by the kind of
computer activities and the kind of envi·
ronments created around them.
As an example. we consider an activity
which may not occur to most people
when they think of computers and
children: the usc of the computer as a
writing instrument. For me, writing
means making a rough draft and refining
11 over a considerable period of time. My
image of myself as a writer indiKles the
expectation of an "unacceptable" first
draft that will develop with successive
editing into presentable form. But I
would not be able to afford this image if I
were a thin.l grader. The physical act of
writing would be slow and laborious. I
wouk1 have no secretary. For most chil·
dren rewriting a teu is so laborious that
the first draft is the final copy, and the
skill of rereading with a critical eye is
never developed. This changes drama·
tically when children have access to com·
puters capable of manipulating text. The
first draft is composed at the keyboard.
Corrtttions are made easily. The current
copy is always neat and tidy. I have seen
c hildren move from total rejection of
writing to an intense involvement
(accompanied by rapid improvement of
~ualityl within a few weeks of beginning
to write with a computer. Even more
dramatic changes are seen when the
child has physi~;:al handicaps that make
writing by hand more than usually dif·
ficult or even impossible.
This use of computers is rapidly being
adopted wherever adults write for a
living. Most newspapers now provide
their staff with "word processing" com·
puter systems. Many writers who work at
home are acquiring their own computers,
and the computer terminal is steadily dis·
placing the typewriter as the secretary's
basic tool. The image of children using
the computer as a writing instrument is a
particularly good example of my thesis
that what is good for professionals is
good for children. But this image of how
the computer might contribute to
chik1ren's mastery of language is drama·
tically opposed to the one that is taking
root in most elementary schools. There
the computer is seen as a teaching instru·
mcnt. It gives children practice in distin·
guishing between verbs and nouns, in
spelling. and in answering muhiple
choice questions about the meaning of
pieces of text. As I sec it, this difference

i5 nOt a mauc:r of a small and te.::hmcal
choice between two teaching strategies.
It reflects a fundamental difference in
educational philosophies. More to the
point. it reflects a difference in view on
the nature of childhood. I believe that the
computer as writing instrument offers
children an opportunity to become more
like adults, indeed like advanced profes·
sionals, in their relationship to their intcl·
lectual products and to themselves. In
doing so. it comes into head-on collision
with the many aspects of school whose:
effect, if not whose intentK>n, is to
"infantilizeMthe child.
Word processors can make a child's
experience of writing more like that of a
real writer. But this can be undermined if
the adults surrounding the child fail to
appreciate what it is like to be a writer.
For exampk. it is only too easy to imag·
ine adults. including teachers, expressing
the view that editing and re-editing a text
is a waste of time ("Why don't you get on
to something new?" or "You aren't
making it any better, why don't you f1x
yo ur spelling!").

The critic Is horrified at
the thought of a
child hypnotically
held by a futuristic,
computerized super
pinball machine.

As with writing. so with music making,
games of skill, complex graphics, whatever: The computer is not a culture unto
itself but it can serve to advance very
different cultural and philosophical out·
looks. For example, one could think of
the Turtle as a device to teach elements
of the traditional curriculum, such as
notions of angle. shape, and coordinate
systems. And in fact . most lc:achers who
consult me about its usc are trying to use
it in this way. Of course the Turtle can
help in the teaching o f traditional cirriculum. but I have thought of it as a
vehicle for Piagc:tian learning. which to
me is learning without curriculum.
There arc those who think about creat·
ing a "Piagetian curriculum" or
"Piagetian teaching methods." But to my
mind these phrases and the activities they
represent are contradictions in terms. I
sec Piagct as the theorist of learning with·
out curriculum and the theorist of the
kind of learning that happens without deliberate teaching. To tum him into the
theorist of a new curriculum is to stand
88

htm on ht& heaJ.
But "teaching wuhou1 cumculum ..
.Jocs not mean spontaneous, free form
classrooms or simply "leaving the child
alone.M It means supporting children as
chc:y build their own intellectual struc•
tures with materials drawn from the sur·
rounding c ulture. In this model, educa·
tiona! intervention means changing the
culture, planting new constru~;:tivc: c:le·
ments in it and eliminating noxious ones.
This is a more ambitious undertaking
than introducing a curriculum change,
but one which is feasible under condi·
tions now emerging.
Suppose that thirty years ago an c:duca·
tor had decided that the way to solve the
probkm of mathematics education was
10 arrange for a signifiCant fraccion of the
popul11tion to become fluenl in (and en·
thusiastic about) a new mathc:maticallan·
guage. The idea might have been good in
principle, but in practice it would have
been absurd. No one had the power to
implement it. Now things are different.
Many millions of people are learning programming languages for reasons that
hlllvc: nothing to do with the education of
children. Therefore. it becomes a pracli·
cal proposition to influence the form of
the languages they learn and the likcli·
hood that their children will pick up
these languages.
Throughout the course: of this chapter
I have been talking about the ways in
which choices made by educators,
foundations, governments, and private
indivK!uals can affect the potentially rev·
olutionary changes in how children learn.
But making good choices is not always
elliS)'. in part because past choices can
often haunl us. There is a tendency for
the first usable, but still primitive. prod·
uct of a new technok>gy to dig itself in. I
have called this phenomenon the
QWERTY phenomenon.
The top row of alphabetic keys of the
st11ndard typewriter reads QWERTY.
For me this symbolizes the way in which
technology can all too often serve not as
a force for progress but for keeping
things stuck. The QWERTY arrangement has no rational explanation, only a
historical one . It was introduced in response to a problem in the early days of
the typewriter: The keys used to jam.
The idea was to minimize the collision
problem by separating those keys that
foUowed o ne another frequently. Just a
few years later, general improvements in
the technology removed the jamming
problem, but QWERTY stuck. Once
adopted, it resulted in many millions of
typewriters and a method (indeed a full
blown curriculum) for learning typing.
The social cost of change (For c:11ample,
pulling the mosc used keys tof(41tlter on
the keyboard) mounted with the vested
interest created by the fact that so many
fingers now knew how to follow the
CREATIVE COMPUTING
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QWERTY keyboard. QWERTY h.u
!'tayed on despite the existence of other.
more "rational" systems. On the other
hand , if you talk to people about the
QWERTY arrangement they will justify
it by "objective" criteria. They will tell
you that it "optimizes this" or it "mini·
mize that." Although these justifications
have no rational foundation, they illustrate a process, a social process, of myth
oonstructK>n that alLows us to build a
JUStification for primitivity into any sys·
tern. I think we arc well on the road
to
doing cuctly the same thing with the
computer. We arc in the process of
digging ourselves into an anachronism by
preserving practices that have no rational
basis beyond their historical roots in an
earlier period of technological and theoretical deveLopment,
The use of computers for drill and
practice is only one example of the
QWERTY phenomenon in the computer
domain. Another example occurs even
when auemplS arc made to allow stu·
dents to learn to program the computer.
Learning to program a computer involves
learning a "programming language."
T here are many such languages-for
.:xample, Fortran, PascaJ, Basic, Smalltalk, and lisp, and the lesser known language LOGO, which our group has used
in most of our experiments with com·
pulers and children. A powerful
QWERTY phenomenon is to be ex·
peeled when we choose the language in
which children arc to learn to program
computers. I shall argue in detail that the
issue is consequential. A programming
language is like a natural, human Jan·
guagc in that it favors certain metaphors,
images, and ways of thinking. It would
seem to fonow that educators interested
tn using computers and sensitive to
cultural influences would pay particular
atte ntion to the choice of language. But
nothing of the sort has happened. On the
conuary, educators, too timid in technological matters or too ignorant to attempt
to influence the languages offered by
computer manufacturers, have accepted
certain programming languages in much
the same way as they ae<:cpted the
QWERTY keyboard . An infonnative example is the way in which the program·
ming language Basic has established itself
as the obvious language to usc in teach·
ing American c hildren how to program
computers. The relevant technical infor·
mation is this; A very small computer can
be made to understand Basic, while other
languages demand more from the compu·
tc r. Thus, in the early days when compu·
ter power was extremely expensive, there
was a genuine technical reason for the
usc of Basic, particularly in schools
where budgets were always tight. Today.
and in fact for several years now, the cost
of computer memory has fallen to the
point whe re any remaining economic ad-
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of u~ng Bas1..: arc tnSiglllhC.iOt
Yct in most high schoo4s, the language
remains almost synonymous with programming, despite the cxistence of other
computing languages that are demon·
~trably easier to learn and arc richer in

Giving children the
opportunity to choose
one style or another
provides an opportunity
to develop the skill
necessary to choose
between styles.
the intellectual benefits that can come
from learning them. T he situation is paradoxical. The computer revolution has
scarcely begun, but it is already breeding
its own conservatism. Looking more
closely at Basic provides a window on
how a conservative social system appr~
priates and tries to neutralize a poten·
tially revolutionary instrument.
Baste is to computation what
QWERTY is to typing. Many teachers

Bas1~;, muny book.-. ha'c
been written about it, many computers
have been built in such a way that Basic is
''hardwired" into them. In the case of the
typewriter, we noted how people invent
.. rationalizations to justify the status quo.
In the case of Basic,the phenomenon has
gone much furthcr,to the point where it
resembles ideology formation. Complex
argumen ts arc invented to justify features
of Basic that were originally included be·
cause the primitive technology de·
manded them or because alternatives
were not well enough known at the time
the language was designed.
An example of Basic ideology is the
argument that Basic is easy to team be·
cause it has a very small vocabulary. Its
small vocabulary can be learned quickly
enough. But using it is a different matter.
Programs in Basic acquire so labyrin·
thine a structure that only the most moti·
vated and brilliant {Mmathematical") c hi!·
dren do learn to use it for more than
trivial ends.
One might ask why the teachers do not
notice the difficulty children have in
learning Basic. The answer is simple:
Most teachers do not expect high per·
formancc from most students, especially
in a domain of work that appears to be as
"mathematical" and "formal" as programming. Thus the culture's general
perception of mathematics as inaccessi·
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m edu..::allon·· 1.\ ~ti ll at th.: )tag.: of the
linear mix o f o ld instructional m.:thuds
wilh new technologies.
We are at a poinl in the hiSiory of
education when radical change is pos.si·
ble. and 1hc pos.~ibility for !hat c ha nge is
directly tied to the impacl of !he compu·
tcr. Today what is offered in the cducalional "market" is largely delermi ned by
what is acceptable to a sluggish and conservative sys1em. But this is where 1hc
computer presence is in the proce!i.S of
creating an environment for change.
Consider 1he condi1ions under which a
new educational Klca can be put into
practice today and in 1he ncar future. Let
us suppose thut loday I have an idea
about how children could lcurn mathcmalics more cffcclivdy and more
humanely. And let us suppose !hat I have
been able 10 persuade a million people
!hat the idea is a good o ne. Fo r many
product~ such a potential market would
g uaran1ce success. Ye1 in the wo rld of

Basic Is to computation
what QWERTY is
to typing.

education 1oduy this wo uld have lillie
clout: A million people across the na1ion
would Slill mean a minority in cvel')'
to wn's school system. so !here migh1 be
no effect ive channel fo r the million
voic\.-s to be exr;cssed. Thus, not only do
g<Xld educational ideas sit on the shelves,
but the process of invention is itself
stymied. This inhibi1ion of invention in
lum influences the selection of peoP'e
who get invo lved in educatio n. Very few
with !he imaginalion, crca1ivi1y, and
drive to ma ke great new inventions enter
the field. Most of those who do are soon
driven out in fruslration. Conscrva1ism in
the world of education has become a self·
perretuating sociDI phenomenon.
Fortunaldy, there is a weak link in the
vicious circle. Increasingly. the compu·
lcrs of !he ncar future will be !he private
property of individuals, and this will grad·
ually rctum to the individual !he power
to determine patterns of education.
Education will become mo re of a private
act. and people with good ideas, differenl
ideas, exciting ideas will no longer be
faced with a dilem ma whe re they e ither
have to "sell" their ideas to a conserva·
tivc burcaucmcy or shelve them. They
will be able to offer 1hem in an open
marketplace dircc1ly 10 consumers.
There will be new opponunitics for imag·
ination and originality. T here mig ht be a
of
thinking
about
renaissance
edU<"ation.
0
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